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ABSTRACT 

Web scraping is a process of extracting useful information from HTML pages. Web scraping 

is implemented with powerful string matching operations. Scraping can be performed in 

various ways. In this paper scraping is performed as text grepping which was originally 

performed for UNIX. Prolog Server Pages (PSP) is a scripting language that can be 

embedded in HTML with some changes. PSP is based on a language known as ‘Prolog’. This 

paper attempts to establish a technique to scrap HTML pages and utilize it as per the 

requirements of the data and its data type. Further it tries to overcome the disadvantages of 

‘XML user defined tags’ problem in semantic web [1] [12]. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In semantic web, data should be a part of the web and this should have the capability so that it 

can be processed independently of the application, domain, or platform. Prolog has the 

capabilities to keep the necessary data and with the help of inference rules it can extract the 

final decisions, with the help of Prolog Server Pages, the interaction with the web server and 

web client can be established. In semantic web data can be available in the OWL (Web 

Ontology Language) which is implemented in XML [11]. The inherited disadvantage in 

XML is its user defined tags (which are its strength also) [1]. It means whenever someone has 

to use it, the whole description is required in some sense and sometimes it is not easily 

available. Then scraping is one concept, of the solution. To establish this concept we are 

presenting an example that is to forecast the temperature.  

2. PROLOG SERVER PAGES 

Prolog Server Pages (PSP) is a scripting language. It can be embedded into HTML. PSP is 

based on a language Prolog. Prolog contains various rules and predicates. With the help of 

these rules and predicates prolog generates an output by the rules of inference. PSP generates 

the response for HTML as well as accepts the arguments from HTML. So PSP interacts with 

Prolog to generate an output and pass it to the HTML. PSP needs a web server to generate the 

HTML response; simultaneously it requires a Prolog compiler and a web browser.  

3. WEB SCRAPING 

Web scraping is a technique to extract the required information/ data from the existing web 

sites. It extracts the information from the final response generated by any web site in the form 

of HTML which is available on any web browser. In this paper web scraping is performed by 

the text grepping technique, as already mentioned.   

4. TEXT GREPPING 

Text grepping uses the regular expression matching technique. In this method, we try to 

match a particular expression in the available file. After getting the suitable match, as per our 

expression, we pick the values before or after this regular expression.  

5. IMPLEMENTATION 

The whole concept is implemented in a form of an application which is “Temperature 

Forecasting”. Prolog server page is a server side scripting language based on prolog 

language. It can be embedded in the HTML. It means that it can take response from HTML 

and can pass arguments to HTML. But in order to process the code of PSP, Prolog compiler 
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is also required. How the scraping is implemented is shown in figure 1. Here SWI Prolog 

compiler is used for Prolog. For the whole application Prolog is used, because semantic web 

is moving towards artificial intelligence and Prolog is well equipped with capabilities 

required for this. Other than this, we use here Internet Information Server (IIS). IIS is used as 

a web server to process the scripting language Prolog Server Pages and to produce the HTML 

response. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 1: Logical Diagram of PSP [10] [2] and Scraping 

 

Temperature can be forecasted using: historical data, patterns received from satellites, or the 

mix of the two. Here we are using historical data with the user interactions.  

The historical data used here, has been taken from the website, www.weatherbase.com. This 

data is shown in other form in figure 2, just for experiment. The data is not converted into a 

database. As the data is coming with the help of a URL, we should not convert it into a 

database to preserve the meaning of web as semantic web. The screen shot (figure 2) shows 

the data available on and retrieved from internet. 
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Figure 2: Database page (taken from URL) 

The data is taken from the user also. The data is received from user also, with the help of an 

HTML form as shown in figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Interaction Form. 

In the figure 3, there are two dropdown boxes. The boxes having a list of cities- Delhi, 

Chandigarh, Agra, Bhopal and Agra. It covers almost whole of North India. A user can pick 

the same city as well as different cities from the boxes. With same city we can give last six 

days temperature and with the help of different cities we have to enter last three days 

temperature. The response of this form is generated with the help of data available as shown 

in figure 2. To get the appropriate value from the HTML page (i.e. database page) we are 

using web scraping technique with Prolog Server Page.  
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The PSP snapshot is shown in figure 4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Prolog Server Page 

The above shown PSP code is also implementing the whole data and the output will be 

produced as an HTML page, as shown in figure 5.-  

 

 

Figure 5: Forecasted value 

6. LIMITATIONS 

The scraping performed in the paper is screen scraper; it is parsing the HTML response using 

the text grepping technique, as already mentioned. But scraping programs need a high 

maintenance and construction cost. The cost is occurred in its testing to guarantee the robust 

extraction. It may happen that during testing the website changes its design or some other 

The forecasted temperature is 13.8 

/* 
<html> 

<head> 
<title>New Forecast</title> 

<body> 
<?, 
 (member(month=Month, Get); Month=jan),  

 (member(firsttemp=X, Get); X=14),  
 (member(secondtemp=Y, Get); Y=14),  

 (member(thirdtemp=Z, Get); Z=14),  
 atom_to_term(Month, Term, Mvar),  
 atom_to_term(X, Termx, Varx),  

 atom_to_term(Y, Termy, Vary),  
 atom_to_term(Z, Termz, Varz),  

 atom_to_term(Secondcity, Termsecondcity, Varsecondcity),  
(member(fourthtemp=Xx, Get); Xx=14),  
 (member(fifthtemp=Yy, Get); Yy=14),  

 (member(sixthtemp=Zz, Get); Zz=14),  
 (member(secondcity=Secondcity, Get); Secondcity=delhi),  

 
 atom_to_term(Xx, Termxx, Varxx),  
 atom_to_term(Yy, Termyy, Varyy), 

 atom_to_term(Zz, Termzz, Varzz),  
 atom_to_term(Secondcity, Termsecondcity, Varsecondcity),  
 

 string_to_atom(Fcity, Firstcity),  
 string_to_atom(Fmonth, Month),  

 string_concat(Fcity, ' in ', Ac),  

 string_concat(Ac, Fmonth, Bc) 
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parts. It may happen that after testing the websites are going for the updation or for some 

other changes. It means the scraping program is required to update time to time and very 

frequently.  

But no doubt it may be an ad-hoc solution for the semantic web.  It is ad-hoc in the sense that 

the data abut the contents is extracted from the websites; whereas the websites itself should 

provide the data about the contents available on them.  

 7. CONCLUSION 

The paper presents the some of the capabilities of prolog server pages, which is well 

equipped with HTTP libraries with the help of which reading and c reating HTML responses 

is possible. It ensures that Prolog [12] and Prolog Server Pages may lead us to the world 

where web means semantic web. With the help of an example, it is shown that if something is 

not available as a data in semantic syntax then how we can use it to make use of it, so that the 

created web is recognized as a semantic web.  

8. FUTURE EXTENSION 

Web scraping can be used to collect the information automatically about the web sites 

available. This information may be a potential source for semantic web because it is a data 

about the data which is available on the web.  

The paper has attempted to show the capabilities of Prolog and proves that the language may 

lead to the artificially intelligent web.  
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